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In climate changing scenario it becomes necessary to learn the strategies to
mitigate the its adverse effects. Adaptive capacity is a key to stand against the
influence of climate change. The concept of adaptive capacity originates from
biology refer to ability towards the ecological system. It is a property of the
ecological system. In 2006, psychological factor like values, perceptions and
willingness was also added to some studies. A brief review has done to get an
overview on the same. In this paper, discussion of few aspects of adaptive capacity
related to climate change. It also includes the cases of assessing and enhancing the
adaptive capacity to climate change. This study will help to learn the beginning
and initial aspect of adaptive capacity to climate change.

Introduction
Today climate change considered as one of
the most concern issues because it affects the
sustainable development. So, to cope with
these changes, there is an introduction of a
term named adaptive capacity. It can be
defined as the capacity or ability of a system
to adjust to the changes caused by the climate
change to expand its coping capability for
corresponding variability or climate change or
climatic conditions of future. Adaptive
capacity means the development of a strategy
or designing of methods to enhance its ability
towards climatic variability or changes.
Adaptive capacity is a key component of
IPCC (International Panel on Climate
Change) definition of vulnerability. For

example, the Intergovernmental Panel on
Climate Change (IPCC) defines adaptive
capacity as ‘the ability or potential of a
system to successfully respond to climate
variability, and change includes adjustments
in both behaviors and resources and
technologies’ (Adger et al., 2007).
Adaptive capacity requires information of
past differently to make a strategy for
upcoming future conditions of climate. It
reduces the permeability of climate change
towards a system. There is also a term related
to adaptive capacity that is the capacity
development. It can be defined as expanding
the coping range strengthens the adaptive
capacity of the system. Adaptive capacity is
crucial to implement the systems. So many
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types of frameworks are developed at both
national and state scale by different
institutions.

data is an internal barrier but if the scale of
state then it becomes external (interfere with
central government institutions).

Key concept of adaptive capacity

System and Hazards

Key component

Capacity related to a particular system is
related to a particular type of hazard. A
system may be household, individual, social
village, state, country or maybe we can say a
globe, so every system is related to a kind of
hazard. So, these hazards should be detected
to enhance or increase adaptive capacity these
hazards can be decided by discrete recurrent
hazards, singular or unique hazards or change
in the mean conditions. It is also not same for
the country example India agriculture is
affected by market conditions and also
climate changes so to adopt a strategy
depends that which factor is dominant in the
respective area.

Information: requirement of both historical
data and data from scenarios to check which
kind of trend or variability is going in a
particular system. Only by knowing these
information we can adapt any kind of method
to enhance or asses the adaptive capacity.
Resources: Developing country does not
have too many resources to cope there a range
of adaptive capacity. So, it is also a limiting
factor, or we can say a crucial component of
adaptive capacity. There are so many kinds of
resources human, institutional, capital and
natural. So, information about these resources
will help us to that which kind of strategy
should be used for a particular region.
Willingness to adapt: to adapt a strategy
there should be a high will to enhance
capacity development. It should reduce risk
factor affected by climate change.
Scale of adaption
What kind of scale national or state, global or
local. It is considering the combination of
planned or reactive. We know that climatic
projection plays a vital role to adopt a
strategy. However, these projections should
be defined in some boundary kind of space,
time or information. So, we should have
information about the scale of adaption.

Ecological system
Climate change or variability directly or
indirectly affected the ecological system.
Methods to increase adaptive capacity will
also a positive impact on the ecological
system for example relocation of individual
certain species, making of corridors between
agriculture and urban land increase efficient
productivity and safe environment for the
species.
So adaption of methods should have
consideration about the feature of the
ecological system. Adaptive capacity helps
non climatic stress and sustainable
development.
Risk framework for adaption

Also know the different aspect like economic,
social, geographic or environmental. After
knowing the scale, we can decide the barrier
(External or internal) for our strategy. For
example, if at the national level availability of

Impact of climate change also depends on the
risk associated with it. So vulnerability
depends on how the system and is boundary
get defined for example social, economic or
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say environmental. The vulnerability of a
system is inversely proportional to capacity or
response of the system. Risk can be indicated
by the outcomes after climate change for
example how many people get killed, how
many get injured, how much loss of money
and soon.
Indicator of adaptive capacity
It is not like that there is a list of an indicator
of adaptive capacity, and we select from them
that what we want. Different level and
different aspect determine the different
indicator of adaptive capacity for example
nature of the system, what kind of significant
principal hazards, elements or group that gets
affected. So it depends on the policymaker
that what we did and what kind of indicator
he wants to choose.
Guidance on enhancing adaptive capacity
There are different components/steps of
enhancing adaptive capacity are following:

Case studies
Case: 1 Assessing urban adaptive capacity
to climate change
There are too many studies on the
vulnerability of urban on climate change.
Here he studied in the metropolitan area
named, Chile. Adoption of a flexible method
based on the fuzzy modeling to aggregate and
standardize adaptive capacity by the stepwise
approach and use of seventeen indicators.
The conception metropolitan area
There are 1 million inhabitants by covering
2077 square kilometer area. The warm
temperate condition was there having winter
rainfall, high humidity and dry season for 4-5
months. The flood occurred in 2006 and
earthquake in 2010 have severe impacts on
livelihood.
Developing the adaptive capacity index

Designing and scoping of and adaption
project
Assessing current vulner ability
Assessing future climatic risk
Formulating an adaption strategy
Continuing adaption strategy

It was done in three steps. First, a collection
of information related to adaptive capacity
and urban vulnerability second, selection of
indicator and third and last is the sensitivity
correlation, and uncertainty analysis was
carried out to check the strength of adaptive
capacity. These steps illustrated in the given
figure 1.

Note: To enhance and assessment of adaptive
capacity should be affected by different
factors like human, physical, capital, natural
and social so they should be considered.
Adaptive capacity is also get affected by the
combination of socioeconomic biophysical
and technology conditions.

Fuzzy modeling used to assess the capacity of
the system by the generic adaption. It
successfully tracked the how adaptive
capacity changes and its determinants get
changes.

The concept of adaptive capacity first seen in
FAR (First Assessment Report) in 1990. From
that to today to many types of approaches and
methods has been developed regarding to this.

Case: 2 Enhancing adaptive capacity to
climate change
The case of small holder farmers in the
Brazilian semi-arid region. The fourth
assessment report from IPCC (International
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Panelon Climate Change) provided the
characteristics analysis by the impact of
climate change potential. We use the

semodels and reports to enhancing the
adaptive capacity of the different systems.

Fig.1 Developing stages of assessment of Adaptive capacity to address climate change

In this study, we first check out the list of
climate and social vulnerabilities to the
people. It is believed that poor people of
developing country particularly get affected
by climate change impacts due to lack of
resources, capital, and knowledge to make
themselves to adjust themselves to changing
climatic conditions. In Brazil, the northeast
region is semi-arid region and having a
hydrological deficiency (maybe decrease in
rainfall or increase in evaporation). It affects
2 million people of the area. Essential
services available for this country are also
very low for example preconditioning of rural
development is missing. These conditions
conclude that poverty is not only the reason
behind vulnerability. Poverty is not a single
barrier to enhance adaptive capacity here.
Now, authors make integration between
adaption, adaptive capacity, and development.
The aim of this project to develop a
methodology to adapt the climate change by

small holder farmer of this region. To make
this integrated approach it uses APF
(Adaptive Policy Frame work) steps.
Finally, this study identified three key factors
which follow:
The building of awareness on current climate
variability and changing the climate and
future aspects.
Local community builds for technological
knowledge by having an idea about adaptive
capacity.
Human is excellent resources, so it focusing
on female and young participators.
In conclusions from past 15 years, adaptive
capacity has been rapid growth in research.
Adaptive capacity is widely used to coping
the ranges of the systems. Controlling and
multitude factor has the adaptive capacity as
an emergent property. Traditional approach is
transformed into latest technical (Modeling)
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approach make it more usable. After
enhancing or assessing the capacity of the
system it depends that it is feasible or not. It
will be continued or not or needed changes to
it. However, by adopting a suitable
methodology and increase in adaptive
capacity
increases
productivity
and
production in more cases. Nowadays,
adaptive capacity becomes the most
concerned component of climate change. So
before inducing any technique in a system, we
should think about its adaptive capacity. By
understanding the basic concept of adaptive
capacity, we can develop an excellent
approach to enhance and assess the adaptive
capacity of the system.
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